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a b s t r a c t
List partitions generalize list colourings. Sandwich problems generalize recognition
problems. The polynomial dichotomy (NP-complete versus polynomial) of list partition
problems is solved for 4-dimensional partitions with the exception of one problem (the
list stubborn problem) for which the complexity is known to be quasipolynomial. Every
partition problem for 4 nonempty parts and only external constraints is known to be
polynomial with the exception of one problem (the 2K2-partition problem) for which the
complexity of the corresponding list problem is known to be NP-complete. The present
paper considers external constraint 4 nonempty part sandwich problems. We extend the
tools developed for polynomial solutions of recognition problems obtaining polynomial
solutions for most corresponding sandwich versions. We extend the tools developed
for NP-complete reductions of sandwich partition problems obtaining the classification
into NP-complete for some external constraint 4 nonempty part sandwich problems. On
the other hand and additionally, we propose a general strategy for defining polynomial
reductions from the 2K2-partition problem to several external constraint 4 nonempty
part sandwich problems, defining a class of 2K2-hard problems. Finally, we discuss the
complexity of the Skew Partition Sandwich Problem.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The polynomial dichotomy of a class of problems distinguishes the complexity into polynomial time and NP-complete
and has been much studied for the class of list partition problems, a generalization of list colourings [16]. For list M-
partition problems, where a symmetric matrixM defines a list partition problem, the dichotomy into quasipolynomial and
NP-complete was completely determined, when M is a 4-by-4 matrix [16]. Subsequently, the polynomial dichotomy was
determined with the exception of just one 4-by-4 matrix, for which the so-called list stubborn problem remains classified
as quasipolynomial [1].
Different choices of the matrix M lead to many well-known graph theoretic problems including the problem of
recognizing split graphs and their generalizations, the (k, l)-graphs; of finding homogeneous sets; of finding structured
cutsets, for instance clique, stable, star or skew. These combinatorial graph theoretic problems seek a partition of the vertices
of a given graph into subsets satisfying certain constraints internally (a set may be required to be stable, complete) and
externally (two setsmay be required to be completely adjacent, completely nonadjacent). Additional constraintswith respect
to be nonempty parts, or having at least a fixed number of elements are captured by the addition of lists to the input [16].
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Fig. 1. (a) Skew partition, (b) 1-join composition, and (c) 2K2-partition.
Consider the three partition problems represented in Fig. 1. Each problem seeks for a partition of the vertex set of the
input graph into 4 nonempty parts according to external constraints represented by a model graph. Throughout the paper,
we shall employ the following representation for external constraint partitions into 4 parts: we represent each of the 4
nonempty parts by a labelled vertex A, B, C , and D—we keep the same labels throughout the text; the external constraint
that there are all edges between two parts by a continuous line; and the external constraint that there are no edges between
two parts by a dotted line. Special interest in the context of decomposing perfect graphs has been given to skew partition
and to 1-join composition [3,5,4,7]. Skew partition was defined as a generalization of clique cutsets and star cutsets [5] and
subsequently the list skew partition problem was proved to be polynomial [12]. More recently, a fast polynomial-time
algorithm for skew partition problemwas presented [24].
All partition problems into 4 nonempty parts according to external constraints are classified as polynomial with the
exception of just one such problem, the 2K2-partition problem [10]. Remark that the list 2K2-partition problem is
classified as NP-complete [16].
In their seminal paper, Golumbic et al. [20] have introduced sandwich problems and studied this class of problems with
respect to several subclasses of perfect graphs proving that graph sandwich problem for split graphs remains polynomial.
On the other hand, they proved that graph sandwich problem for permutation graphs turns out to be NP-complete. Since
then, Professor Martin Charles Golumbic has contributed withmany results to the study of this class of problems [20,19,21].
Graph sandwich problems [20,19,21,23,22] are generalized recognition problems arising fromapplications in computational
biology. The polynomial dichotomy for (k, l)-graph sandwich problems is completely determined [8]. The polynomial
dichotomy for 3 nonempty part sandwich problems is completely determined [27,25]. The present work considers the
polynomial dichotomy for the class of external constraint 4 nonempty part sandwich problems.
Since a sandwich problem generalizes a recognition problem, the interest is to search for problems for which the
recognition is polynomial but the sandwich version is NP-complete. For instance, the 1-join composition recognition
problem is polynomial whereas the 1-join composition sandwich problem turns out to be NP-complete [13]. Surprisingly,
both star cutset recognition problem and clique cutset recognition problem are polynomial, whereas only clique
cutset sandwich problem turns out to be NP-complete [27]. A further interesting example that separates the complexity of
problems that are equally classified as polynomial regarding recognition occurs in the polynomial dichotomy for the class of
3 nonempty part sandwich problems: the addition of distinct internal constraints separates versions of homogeneous set
sandwich problem into polynomial or NP-complete [2,25].
On the other hand, we remark that polynomial graph sandwich problems are rare. In the original paper by Golumbic
et al. [20], where this generalization of recognition problems was proposed [20], several classes of perfect graphs were
considered with NP-completeness proofs for the corresponding sandwich problems with only two exceptions: split graphs
and cographs, forwhich the sandwich problems are proved to be polynomial. Furtherwork found additional two examples of
polynomial graph sandwichproblems also arising in the context of perfect graphs:homogeneous set sandwich problem [2],
and star cutset sandwich problem [27]. More recently, by considering 3 nonempty part sandwich problems, additional
polynomial graph sandwich problems were found [25].
In the present work, our goal is twofold. First, to study the complexity of 2K2-partition recognition problem, the only
external constraint 4 nonempty part recognition problem for which the complexity remains open [6,10]. Note that so far
all classified external constraint 4 nonempty part recognition problems are polynomial [10,16,12]. Second, to establish the
polynomial dichotomy for the class of external constraint 4 nonempty part sandwich problems.
The present work contributes by reducing the 2K2-partition recognition problem to several external constraint 4
nonempty part sandwich problems, which proposes the study of the class of 2K2-hard problems; by extending tools
developed for NP-complete reductions of sandwich partition problems obtaining the classification into NP-complete for
some external constraint 4 nonempty part sandwich problems; and by generalizing tools previously used in recognition
problems to sandwich problems which enables the classification of most external constraint 4 nonempty part sandwich
problems as polynomial. The difficulty of the skew partition sandwich problem is considered by proving that the version
with two fixed vertices in parts A or B is NP-complete.
2. Definitions
Consider an undirected, finite, simple graph G = (V (G), E(G)) and the problem of finding a partition of V (G) into
nonempty subsets satisfying internal or external constraints. An internal constraint refers to constraintswithin the parts as to
be a clique, or an independent set. An external constraint refers to constraints between different parts as to be completely
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Fig. 2. List of model graphs.
adjacent or nonadjacent to other parts. The skew partition problem was defined [5] as finding a partition of the vertex
set of a given graph into four nonempty parts A, B, C , D such that there are all possible edges between parts A and B, and
no edges between parts C and D. It plays a key role in the proof of the strong perfect graph theorem [4], and it admits
a polynomial-time algorithm [12]. The skew partition problem has only external constraints, variations with additional
internal constraints or larger number of parts have been considered [9,11].
Given a graph G and a positive integer k, consider the problem of partitioning the vertex set into at most k parts
A1, A2, . . . , Ak, subject to constraints specified by a symmetric k × k matrix M over {0, 1, ∗} such that for i ≠ j, if entry
mi,j = 0 (resp. 1, ∗) then we require ‘no edges’ (resp. ‘all edges’, ‘no restriction’) between every vertex placed in part Ai and
every vertex placed in part Aj; if entry mi,i = 0 (resp. 1, ∗) then we require Ai to induce a stable set (resp. clique, arbitrary
subgraph) [16]. AnM-partition of graphG is a partition of its vertex set into atmost k parts so that all the constraints specified
byM are respected. TheM-partition problem asks: ‘‘Given a graphG, doesG admit anM-partition?’’. In the listM-partition
problem, we are given a graph G, and each vertex v of G has a nonempty list L(v) ⊆ {A1, A2, . . . , Ak}. The problem asks:
‘‘Does G admit an M-partition in which each vertex v of G is assigned to a part in L(v)?’’. In particular, we note that if, for
all v,L(v) = {A1, A2, . . . , Ak}, then we have theM-partition problem.
The H-partition [10] is defined as a partition of the vertex set V (G) of a graph G into four nonempty parts A, B, C , D
such that the adjacencies between vertices placed in distinct parts satisfy constraints given by the edges of a model graph
H = (V (H), E(H)). We call amodel graph H = (V (H), E(H)), a complete graph with 4 vertices V (H) = {a, b, c, d} and with
6 edges E(H) = {ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd}, where each vertex p ∈ V (H) represents one part P of the H-partition, and each edge
e ∈ E(H) represents an external adjacency constraint between the two distinct parts of the H-partition corresponding to
the endpoints of e. In addition, the edges of a model graph H are classified into three types: full edge, dotted edge or non-
constraint edge. A full edge ab ∈ E(H) represents the requirement that every vertex of part A is adjacent to every vertex of
part B (full constraint). A dotted edge ab ∈ E(H) represents the requirement that every vertex of part A is nonadjacent to
every vertex of part B (dotted constraint). A non-constraint edge ab ∈ E(H) represents that there are no adjacency constraints
between the vertices of parts A and B. Please refer to Fig. 2, where we follow the numbering of [10]. The Skew Partition is
the particular H-partition corresponding to the model graph H35 depicted on Fig. 2, where a full edge is represented by a
continuous line, a dotted edge is represented by a dotted line, and a non-constraint edge is omitted.
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Fig. 3. All possible 4× 4 matrices up to isomorphism.
A graph G1 = (V , E1) is a spanning subgraph of G2 = (V , E2) if E1 ⊆ E2; and a graph G = (V , E) is a sandwich graph for
the pair G1, G2 if E1 ⊆ E ⊆ E2. For notational simplicity in what follows, we let E3 be the set of all edges in the complete
graph with vertex set V which are not in E2. Thus every sandwich graph for the pair G1, G2 satisfies E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅.
We call E1 the forced edge set, E2 \E1 the optional edge set, E3 the forbidden edge set. Similarly, callN1(v) = {u ∈ V : uv ∈ E1}
the forced neighborhood of vertex v, and call N3(v) = {u ∈ V : uv ∈ E3} the forbidden neighborhood of vertex v. The graph
sandwich problem for propertyΠ asks: ‘‘Given a vertex set V , a forced edge set E1, and a forbidden edge set E3, is there a
graph G = (V , E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ that satisfies propertyΠ?’’.
We shall use both forms (V , E1, E2) and (V , E1, E3) to refer to an instance of a graph sandwich problem. The recognition
problem for a class of graphs C is equivalent to the graph sandwich problem in which the forced edge set E1 = E, the
optional edge set E2 \ E1 = ∅, G = (V , E) is the graph we want to recognize, and propertyΠ is ‘‘to belong to class C’’.
In this paper, we study the Hk-partition sandwich problems, where we use the numbering of Fig. 2, which follows the
numbering of [10].
Hk-partition sandwich problem (HkSP).
Instance: Vertex set V , forced edge set E1, forbidden edge set E3.
Question: Is there a graph G = (V , E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ that admits an Hk-partition, i.e. a partition of V into
4 nonempty parts satisfying the external constraints given by the model graph Hk?
Figs. 2 and 3 represent all 36 partition problems into four partswith external constraints up to isomorphism. Note in Fig. 2
that 11 of these 36 partition problems have model graphs with only full edges which means that for each such partition
problem the complexities of the corresponding recognition and sandwich problems coincide. Special attention deserves
the 2K2-partition recognition problem, corresponding to problem H36, the only H-partition recognition problem that
remains unclassified [10], a problem for which the complexities of the corresponding recognition and sandwich problem
coincide. Recall that every H-partition recognition problem has been classified as polynomial with the exception of the
2K2-partition recognition problem. Additionally, the 1-join composition sandwich problem, corresponding to problem
H20, is classified asNP-complete [13]. The goal of the present paper is to consider the complexity of the remaining 24partition
problems.
The complement H of a model graph H is the graph obtained from H by replacing each full edge by a dotted edge, each
dotted edge by a full edge, and by keeping the non-constraint edges unchanged. Note that a graph G admits an H-partition
if and only if its complement G admits an H-partition. In addition, a graph G is a sandwich graph for instance (V , E1, E3) if
and only if its complement G is a sandwich graph for instance (V , E3, E1). Hence, an instance (V , E1, E3) admits a sandwich
graph G with an H-partition if and only if the complementary instance (V , E3, E1) admits the complement G as sandwich
graph with an H-partition. Two model graphs Hk, Hℓ are isomorphic if Hℓ represents the same partition as Hk or Hk. Fig. 2
lists all possible 36 model graphs up to isomorphism.
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Table 1
Each solution tool for HkSP.
Tools Problems
Recognition problem 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 34.
Singleton part 16, 17, 18, 22, 24, 25, 26, 29, 32, 33.
Disconnected partition 10, 13, 14, 15, 32, 33.
List transversal 15, 17, 21, 24, 28, 33.
2K2 reduction 11, 19, 27, 30, 31, 36.
NP-complete 12, 20, 23, 35.
Table 2
Examples of singleton parts S.
Hk 16 17 18 22 24 25 26 29 32 33
Singleton part S B D B A B B C A C C
Fig. 3 depicts the list of corresponding 36 matrices. The complement M of a matrix M is the matrix obtained from M by
replacing each 1 by 0, each 0 by 1, and by keeping the ∗ constraint unchanged. Note that a graph G admits anM-partition if
and only if its complement G admits anM-partition. TwomatricesMk,Mℓ are isomorphic ifMℓ represents the same partition
asMk orMk. Thismeans thatMℓ is obtained fromMk orMk by a permutation of its part names, i.e., its lines and columns. If all
entries of a matrixM are 0 or ∗, thenM defines a hereditary property, and the sandwich problem is a recognition problem,
for which it is sufficient to test whether G1 admits a 4 nonempty part M-partition. If all entries of a matrix M are 1 or ∗,
then M defines an ancestral property, and the sandwich problem is a recognition problem, for which it is sufficient to test
whether G2 admits a 4 nonempty partM-partition.
The 4 nonempty partM-partition recognition problem, also known as the H-partition problem (the notation means
matrix Mk corresponds to model graph Hk) is classified [10] with the exception of the problem H36. In what follows, we
give a polynomial time algorithm, a polynomial time reduction from problem H36, or a polynomial time reduction from an
NP-complete problem, establishing the complexity of each corresponding partition sandwich problem.
3. Tools
We describe five tools: Recognition problem, Singleton part, Disconnected partition, List transversal, 2K2 reduction and
NP-complete. Remark that we need to keep the numbering of [10]. In order to classify partition sandwich problems, we shall
borrow and generalize tools developed for the corresponding recognition problem. Table 1 gives, for each one of these 36
problems, the corresponding solution tools. Remark that each problem appears at least once in Table 1. Note that problems
listed as Recognition problem, Singleton part, Disconnected partition, and List transversal are polynomial;whereas problems
listed as 2K2 reduction are 2K2-hard. In the NP-complete tool, we present NP-completeness proofs for problems 12 and 23.
Recall that problem 20 is the graph sandwich problem for 1-join composition already known to be NP-complete [13].
Regarding problem 35, we present an NP-completeness proof when it is imposed that 2 vertices are fixed in parts A or B.
Recognition problem
For each of these 10 partition problems, the corresponding model graph has only full edges which means that for
each such partition problem the complexities of the corresponding recognition and sandwich problems coincide. This tool
refers to the fact for each of the these 10 partition problems, the H-partition recognition problem has been classified as
polynomial [10].
Singleton part
Fix a HkSP, for k ∈ {16, 17, 18, 22, 24, 25, 26, 29, 32, 33}. We show that HkSP admits a solution if and only if it admits a
particular solution with a part S containing just one vertex, the so-called singleton part. Moreover, we show this singleton
part problem can be solved in polynomial time.
Let s, p ∈ V (Hk) be such that sp is a non-constraint edge, and sp′ and pp′ represent the same external constraint or pp′ is
a non-constraint edge, for all parts p′ ≠ s, p. If there exists a solution for HkSP, then a particular solution with singleton part
S can be obtained by moving from part S to part P all but one vertex.
For the convenience of the reader, we have explicitly given in Table 2 examples of such singleton parts S, for each case
this solution tool can be applied.
To search for this particular solution with a singleton part, consider, for each v ∈ V , the 3-part problem Hk \ {s} obtained
by setting a singleton part S = {v}. Solve the list problem corresponding to the constraints with respect to N1(v) and
N3(v) imposed by setting S = {v}. The obtained list problem is solved either as a list partition into three parts recognition
problem [16] or as a 3 nonempty part sandwich problem [25].
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Table 3
Possible lists and list transversals.
Hk Possible lists: A, B, C , D and List transversal
15 AB, AD, BD, CD, ABD, ACD, BCD, ABCD BD
17 AB, AC, BC, BD, ABC, ABD, BCD, ABCD AB
21 AB, AD, BC, BD, ABD, ACD, ABCD AB or BD
24 AC, AD, BD, ABD, BCD, ABCD AD
28 AB, BC, BD, ACD, ABCD BD
33 AB, AC, AD, ABC, ABD, ACD, ABCD A, AC or AD
Two special applications of the singleton part tool deserve to be mentioned.
Consider cases k = 22 and k = 29, where a vertex p ∈ V (Hk) has all of its incident edges of type non-constraint. In
these two cases, problem HkSP admits a solution if and only if it admits a particular solution with three singleton parts
corresponding to the three vertices s ≠ p. To search for this particular solution with three singleton parts, it suffices to
search for a triple of vertices of V satisfying the constraints imposed by setting the three singleton parts, and to place the
remaining n− 3 vertices into part P .
Consider cases 16, 18, 25 and 32, where two vertices t, t ′ are such that tt ′ is a non-constraint edge, and tp, t ′p represent
the same external constraint, for all p ≠ t, t ′. Clearly, in these cases both choices t = s and t ′ = p, or t = p and t ′ = s are
valid to get a singleton part.
Disconnected partition
Fix a HkSP, for k ∈ {10, 13, 14, 15, 32, 33}. The Disconnected partition tool determines a sufficient condition that
ensures that a problem HkSP admits a solution if and only if it admits a particular solution with a part consisting of a union
of connected components of G1, establishing the so-called disconnected partition. Moreover, we show this disconnected
partition problem can be solved in polynomial time.
Let t ∈ V (Hk) be such that tp is a dotted edge, for all parts p ≠ t . If there exists a solution for HkSP, then G1 must be a
disconnected graph, and part T consists of a union of connected components of G1.
To search for a solution, start by first determining the connected components of G1. We explain next how to use the
connected components of G1 to reduce the original problem HkSP to the 3-part problem corresponding to the model graph
Hk \ {t} applied to a polynomial number of instances.
There exists a solution if and only if at least one of those 3-part problems has a solution. Each 3-part problem is solved
by considering only vertices of a particular subset of V . Each particular subset is formed by all vertices of at most three, but
not all, connected components of G1. The polynomial number of such 3-part problems arises from the number O(n3) of the
possible particular subsets of V .
We solveHkSP by considering the set {W1, . . . ,Wℓ} of connected components ofG1, where ℓ > 1. First, we verify, for each
componentW , if the corresponding 3-part problem has a solution for the instance (V (W ), E1(W ), E2(W )). If there exists no
solution for a single connected componentW and ℓ > 2, we verify, for each two componentsW ,W ′, if the corresponding
3-part problem has a solution for the instance (V (W ∪W ′), E1(W ∪W ′), E2(W ∪W ′)). If there exists no solution for a pair
of connected componentsW ,W ′ and ℓ > 3, we verify, for each three componentsW ,W ′,W ′′, if the corresponding 3-part
problem has a solution for the instance (V (W ∪W ′∪W ′′), E1(W ∪W ′∪W ′′), E2(W ∪W ′∪W ′′)). If there exists no solution
for three componentsW ,W ′,W ′′, there is no solution for HkSP at all. Any solution for the 3-part problem containing more
than three connected components can be reduced to a solution containing at most three connected components.
List transversal
Now, fix a HkSP, for k ∈ {15, 17, 21, 24, 28, 33}. We borrow this tool from [10,12] by considering each such problem
as a special list problem where four vertices xA, xB, xC , and xD of V have unitary lists A, B, C and D, respectively, and all
other vertices in V \ {xA, xB, xC , xD} have list ABCD. The List Transversal tool proceeds by trying to position the vertices
v ∈ V (G) \ {xA, xB, xC , xD} into one of the lists imposed by the structure of the model graph H . Each problem has at most 15
possible lists chosen among A, B, C , D, AB, AC , AD, BC , BD, CD, ABC , ABD, ACD, BCD, ABCD. Please refer to Table 3.
Given a model graph Hk, we compute its corresponding set of possible lists, determined by its structure, by considering
for all lists L, |L| ≠ 1, the neighborhood by full edges NF (L) = {P : there exists Q ∈ L such that PQ is full and for all Q ′ ∈
L \ {Q }, PQ ′ is full or non-constraint}, and the neighborhood by dotted edges ND(L) = {P : there exists Q ∈ L such that PQ
is dotted and for all Q ′ ∈ L \ {Q }, PQ ′ is dotted or non-constraint}. Let Li be a non-trivial list. If Li ⊂ Lj and Li ≠ Lj, and
NF (Li) = NF (Lj) and ND(Li) = ND(Lj), then Li is an impossible list; otherwise Li is a possible list.
Since we have all vertices positioned into one of the possible lists, we search for a list transversal in the following sense:
A List transversal is a list LT that intersects all lists of size at least 2, and such that LT is unitary, or |LT | ≠ 1 has no constraints
between the parts contained in LT . The existence of a list transversal LT leads to a solution because each vertex v can be
placed in a part P ∈ L(v) ∩ LT , for all |L(v)| ≥ 2.
We present in Table 3, for each Hk, the set of possible lists and corresponding list transversals.
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Fig. 4. Constructed instance for problems H20-Partition Sandwich Problem and H23-Partition Sandwich Problem defined for clause (x1, x2, x3).
2K2 reduction
The model graph H36 of Fig. 2 represents the 2K2-partition problem. We show that any model graph Hk obtained by
replacing some non-constraint edge of H36 by a dotted edge defines a sandwich problem HkSP that is no easier than 2K2-
partition recognition problem. So, if 2K2-partition recognition problem is NP-complete, then HkSP is NP-complete.
Lemma 1. The 2K2-partition recognition problem can be reduced to the HkSP, for k ∈ {11, 19, 27, 30, 31}.
Proof. If a graph G = (V , E) is an instance of the 2K2-partition recognition problem, then (V , E1, E2), such that E1 = ∅
and E2 = E is the required instance for HkSP.
If there exists a 2K2-partition of V (G), then it is always possible to remove some edges of E2 in order to obtain a sandwich
graph G∗ for HkSP.
On the other hand, suppose there exists a sandwich graph G∗ for HkSP. Any Hk-partition of V (G∗) is a 2K2-partition of
V (G∗). Since the property of having a 2K2-partition is ancestral, and by definition, G is a supergraph of G∗, the Hk-partition
of V (G∗) is a 2K2-partition of V (G). 
The 2K2-partition recognition problem remains unclassified. We note that Lemma 1 states that, for k ∈ {11, 19, 27,
30, 31}, problemHkSP is not easier than the 2K2-partition recognition problem. So, if 2K2-partition recognition problem
is NP-complete, then those five problems are also NP-complete, which justifies defining the class of 2K2-hard problems.
NP-complete
We consider the NP-completeness of problems H20SP, H23SP, H12SP, and H35SP.
Themodel graphH20 represents the 1-join composition problem. The graph sandwich problem for 1-join composition
is the only 4 part external constraint sandwich problem already known to be NP-complete [13]. We show next that a proof
analogous to the proof used to show the NP-completeness of H20SP can be used to prove the NP-completeness of H23SP.
Note that model graph H23 has one additional full edge when compared to model graph H20.
Theorem 2 ([13]). The graph sandwich problem for 1-join composition is NP-complete. 
In [13], a reduction is presented from3SAT.We use the same instance (V , E1, E3) constructed from a 3SAT instance (X, C)
and the same notation as defined in [13]. In particular, we use the notation of [13], where part A is called SL, part B is called
AL, part C is called AR, part D is called SR. For the convenience of the reader, we copy from [13] the construction of instance
(V , E1, E3). Please refer to Fig. 4, where we consider a 3SAT instance with just one clause (x1, x2, x3).
Construction of particular instance of graph sandwich problem for 1-join composition [13]
The vertex set V contains: an auxiliary set of vertices {vL, v, aL, aR, sL, sR}; for each SAT variable xk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, one
corresponding vertex xk; for each SAT clause ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, three vertices z i1, z i2 and z i3, and three sets of vertices V i1, V i2
and V i3. As the notation of the auxiliary vertices suggests, the role of those vertices is to define the sides of the remaining
vertices in a 1-join composition of the graph we are about to construct. As we shall see, in any 1-join composition for this
graph, vertices aL and sL have to be placed on the same side as vertex vL, vertices aR and sR have to be opposite to vertex vL.
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This property of the auxiliary vertices with respect to any 1-join composition will define a forcing for the sides (left or right)
of the remaining vertices of the graph.
The forced edge set E1 is the union of sets of edges: {aLaR, sLaL, aRsR}, {vLw : w ∈ ∪mi=1{z i3} ∪ {x1, . . . , xn, sL, aR, v}},
{vw : w ∈ ∪mi=1{z i1, z i2, z i3} ∪ {x1, . . . , xn, aL, aR, vL}}, ∪mi=1{xiaL, xiaR, z i2z i3, aRz i1, aRz i2, aRz i3, aLz i3}, ∪mi=1(Bi1 ∪ Bi2 ∪ Bi3), where
Bi1 ∪ Bi2 ∪ Bi3 consists of auxiliary forced edges corresponding to each clause. The forbidden edge set E3 is the union of sets of
edges: {vLsR, vsL, vsR, aRsL, aLsR, aLvL},∪mi=1{z i1z i2, aLz i1},∪mi=1(Di1∪Di2∪Di3), whereDi1∪Di2∪Di3 consists of auxiliary forbidden
edges corresponding to each clause.
In what follows, for j = 1, 2, 3, the auxiliary forced edges Bij and the auxiliary forbidden edges Dij will be detailed by
considering six different cases. Let ci = (li1∨ li2∨ li3) be a SAT clause.We have two kinds of gadgets whichwe call respectively
same side gadget and different side gadget.
If li1 = xk, then the following nodes and edges are added to construct a same side gadget: V i1 = {ai1}, Bi1 = {ai1aL, ai1aR,
z i1a
i
1, vLa
i
1, va
i
1}, Di1 = {z i1xk, ai1xk}. We say that xk and z i1 are connected by a same side gadget. On the other hand, if
li1 = xk, where xk is the negation of variable xk, then the following nodes and edges are added to construct a different side
gadget: V i1 = {ai1, bi1, qiL1, qiR1}, Bi1 = {sLqiL1, sRqiR1, aLai1, aRai1, aLbi1, aRbi1, ai1qiL1, ai1qiR1, bi1z i1, vLai1, vLbi1, vLqiL1, vai1, vbi1, vqiR1},
Di1 = {qiL1xk, qiR1xk, z i1ai1, ai1bi1}. We say that xk and z i1 are connected by a different side gadget.
If li2 = xk, then the following nodes and edges are added to construct a different side gadget: V i2 = {ai2, bi2, qiL2, qiR2},
Bi2 = {sLqiL2, sRqiR2, aLai2, aRai2, aLbi2, aRbi2, ai2qiL2, ai2qiR2, bi2z i2, vLai2, vLbi2, vLqiL2, vai2, vbi2, vqiR2}, Di2 = {qiL2xk, qiR2xk, z i2ai2, ai2bi2}. We
say that xk and z i2 are connected by a different side gadget. On the other hand, if l
i
2 = xk, then the following nodes and edges
are added to construct a same side gadget: V i2 = {ai2}, Bi2 = {aLai2, aRai2, z i2ai2, vLai2, vai2}, Di2 = {z i2xk, xkai2}. We say that xk
and z i2 are connected by a same side gadget.
Finally, if li3 = xk, then the following nodes and edges are added to construct a same side gadget: V i3 = ∅, Bi3 = ∅,
Di3 = {z i3xk}. We say that xk and z i3 are connected by a same side gadget. On the other hand, if li3 = xk, then the following
nodes and edges are added to construct a different side gadget: V i3 = {qiL3, qiR3}, Bi3 = {sLqiL3, sRqiR3, z i3qiL3, z i3qiR3, vLqiL3, vqiR3},
Di3 = {xkqiL3, xkqiR3}. We say that xk and z i3 are connected by a different side gadget.
Claim 3. If there exists a truth assignment that satisfies (X, C), then the particular instance (V , E1, E3) of graph sandwich
problem for 1-join composition admits a sandwich graph G with an H23-partition.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2, if there exists a truth assignment that satisfies (X, C), the particular instance (V , E1, E3)
of graph sandwich problem for 1-join composition admits a sandwich graph Gwith a 1-join composition SL, AL, AR, SR.
We want to show that the given 1-join composition is also an H23-partition. Thus, we need to prove that there exists no
forbidden edge between parts AL and SL. By the definition of the sandwich graph Gwith 1-join composition SL, AL, AR, SR, only
vertices sL and qiLj can belong to part SL. So, it is sufficient to prove that none of their forbidden neighbors belongs to part AL.
The forbidden neighbors of sL belong to part AR, so they do not violate the constraint. The forbidden neighbor of a vertex qiLj
is the variable vertex xk that occurs in clause ci as its jth literal. Vertex xk belongs to part AL only if variable xk is false. Then
suppose, xk is false. The existence of a vertex qiLj implies that vertex z
i
j is connected by a different side gadget, which means
that vertex z ij belongs to AR ∪ SR, at the opposite side of vertex xk. However, vertex qiLj belongs to part SL only if vertex z ij
belongs to AL ∪ SL. Thus, there exists no forbidden edge that violates the constraint between parts AL and SL. 
We remark that Fig. 4 also presents an H23-partition corresponding to truth assignment x1 = x2 = T that is A = SL =
{sL, q1L2}, B = AL = {x3, aL, vL, a12, b12, z12 , z13}, C = AR = {x1, x2, aR, v, a11, q1R2} and D = SR = {sR, z11}.
Theorem 4. The H23-partition sandwich problem is NP-complete.
Proof. Consider the proof of Theorem 2. By Claim 3, if there exists a truth assignment that satisfies (X, C), we obtain a
sandwich graph G for the constructed instance (V , E1, E3) admitting an H23-partition.
On the other hand, suppose we have a sandwich graph G which admits an H23-partition. Since an H23-partition is also a
1-join composition, by the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain a truth assignment that satisfies (X, C). 
Although model graph H12 is model graph H20 with two additional full edges, we were not able to use the construction
of [13]. We note that Fig. 4 shows two dotted edges between parts C = AR and D = SR which violates the additional full
constraint given by model graph H12.
Please refer to Fig. 5 when following our proposed NP-completeness proof of H12SP. We give, in Theorem 5, a new
particular instance (V , E1, E3) constructed from the following variation [18] of 3SAT:
1-in-3 3SAT (without negative literals)
Instance: Set X = {x1, . . . , xn} of variables, collection C = {c1, . . . , cm} of clauses over X such that each clause c ∈ C has
|c| = 3 variables.
Question: Is there a truth assignment for X such that each clause in C has exactly one true variable?
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Fig. 5. (a) Auxiliary vertices, (b) Clause and Variable vertices, for H12-partition sandwich problem constructed instance for clause cj = (xr , xs, xt ), (c)
H12-partition sandwich problem constructed instance for clauses (x1, x2, x3), (x1, x4, x5), (x1, x3, x5), (x2, x3, x4), for simplicity we have omitted auxiliary
vertices a, b, c and d.
Theorem 5. H12-partition sandwich problem is NP-complete.
Proof. In order to reduce 1-in-3 3SAT (without negative literals) to H12-partition sandwich problem, we need to construct
in polynomial time a particular instance (V , E1, E3) of H12-Partition Sandwich Problem from a generic instance (X, C) of
1-in-3 3SAT (without negative literals), such that C is 1-in-3 satisfiable if and only if (V , E1, E3) admits a sandwich graph
G = (V , E)which has an H12-partition.
First we construct a particular instance (V , E1, E3) of H12-partition sandwich problem; second we prove in Lemma 7
that every 1-in-3 truth assignment for (X, C) defines a sandwich graph G which admits an H12-partition; third we prove
in Lemma 8 that every sandwich graph G such that G admits an H12-partition defines a 1-in-3 truth assignment for (X, C).
These steps are explained in details below. 
Construction of particular instance of H12-partition sandwich problem
Given an instance (X, C) of 1-in-3 3SAT (without negative literals), where X is the set of n variables and C is the set ofm
clauses over X , we construct an instance (V , E1, E3) of H12-partition sandwich problem as follows:
The vertex set V contains: an auxiliary set of vertices {a, b, c, d}; for each variable xi ∈ X , for i = 1, . . . , n, there exists
a variable vertex xi; for each clause cj = (xr , xs, xt) ∈ C , for j = 1, . . . ,m, there exist the clause vertices {z jr , z js, z jt , yjr , yjs, yjt ,
ujr ,w
j
r}.
The forced edge set E1 is defined as follows: ab, bc , cd; for each variable vertex xi, forced edge bxi; for each clause cj, forced
edges xry
j
r , y
j
rz
j
r , xsy
j
s, y
j
sz
j
s, xty
j
t , y
j
tz
j
t , xru
j
r and xrw
j
r .
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The forbidden edge set E3 is defined as follows: ac , ad, bd; for each variable vertex xi, forbidden edge axi; for each clause cj,
forbidden edges z jry
j
s, z
j
sy
j
t , z
j
ty
j
r , u
j
rxs, u
j
ry
j
t ,w
j
rxt ,w
j
ry
j
s, ay
j
r , ay
j
s, ay
j
t , au
j
r , aw
j
r , bz
j
r , bz
j
s and bz
j
t .
All remaining edges are optional.
Claim 6. If there exists a sandwich graph G admitting an H12-partition for the constructed instance, then a ∈ A, b ∈ B, c ∈ C and
d ∈ D.
Proof. First, we need to show that a and b cannot belong to the same part. Note that all forced and optional neighbors of b
are forbidden neighbors of a. So, suppose that a, b ∈ P , where P represents any part. Let Q be a part such that the constraint
between parts P and Q is full. Since we consider non-empty parts, there must exist some vertex in part Q . However, such a
vertexmust be a non-forbidden neighbor of b, and then a forbidden neighbor of a, which violates the full constraint between
parts P and Q . Thus, a and b belong to different parts.
Let a ∈ P and b ∈ Q . Since ab is a forced edge, the constraint between parts P and Q is full. Now, consider vertex d.
Since ad and bd are forbidden edges, d cannot belong to P ∪ Q . Suppose d ∈ P ′. So, the constraints between parts P and P ′,
and between parts P ′ and Q must be dotted. Finally, consider vertex c. Since cd is a forced edge, c cannot belong to P ∪ Q ,
otherwise c violates the dotted constraint between parts P and P ′, or between parts P ′ and Q . Since bc is a forced edge,
c cannot belong to part P ′, otherwise c violates the dotted constraint between parts Q and P ′. Thus, c must belong to the
remaining part Q ′, which has full constraints to parts P ′ and Q , and dotted constraint to part P . Without loss of generality,
due to the symmetry of H12-partition, we can assume that A = P , B = Q , C = Q ′ and D = P ′. 
Lemma 7. If there exists a1-in-3 truth assignment that satisfies (X, C), then the particular instance (V , E1, E3) admits a sandwich
graph G which has an H12-partition.
Proof. Suppose there exists a 1-in-3 truth assignment that satisfies (X, C). We shall define a partition of V into parts A, B, C
and D that defines a solution G for the particular instance (V , E1, E3) of H12-partition sandwich problem.
Place the auxiliary vertices a ∈ A, b ∈ B, c ∈ C and d ∈ D.
If variable xi is true, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then place vertex xi into part A. Otherwise, if variable xi is false, then place vertex
xi into part C .
For each clause cj = (xr , xs, xt), for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, place the clause vertices as follows. If variable xr is true, then
yjr , uj, wj ∈ A, z jr ∈ B, and yjs, yjt , z js, z jt ∈ D. If variable xs is true, then yjs ∈ A, z js ∈ B, wj ∈ C , and yjr , yjt , z jr , z jt , uj ∈ D.
If variable xt is true, then y
j
t ∈ A, z jt ∈ B, uj ∈ C , and yjr , yjs, z jr , z js, wj ∈ D.
In order to show that there exists a sandwich graph G with an H12-partition, we need to prove that no constraint is
violated. Only vertices a, xi, y
j
i, u
j, wj can belong to part A. The only forced neighbor of a is the auxiliary vertex b, which
belongs to part B. All forbidden neighbors of a do not belong to part B. If xi ∈ A, then its forced neighbors yji, uj,wj belong also
to part A, and its forbidden neighbors uj
′
, wj
′
do not belong to part B. If yji ∈ A, then its forced neighbor z ji belongs to part B,
and its forbidden neighbors uj, wj, z ji′ do not belong to part B. If u
j ∈ A, then its forced neighbor xi belongs to part A, and its
forbidden neighbors xi′ , yi′′ do not belong to part B. Ifwj ∈ A, then its forced neighbor xi belongs to part A, and its forbidden
neighbors xi′ , yi′′ donot belong to part B. So, there exists no edge that violates full constraintAB anddotted constraintsAC ,AD.
Only vertices b, z ji can belong to part B. The forced neighbors of b, vertices xi, a, c , do not belong to part D. The forbidden
neighbors of b, vertices z ji , do not belong to A ∪ C . If z ji ∈ B, then its forced neighbor yji belongs to part A. And its forbidden
neighbor yji′ belongs to part D. So, there exists no edge that violates full constraint BC and dotted constraint BD.
Now is sufficient to prove that the full constraint CD is not violated. Only vertices xi, uj,wj can belong to part C . If xi ∈ C ,
then its forbidden neighbors uj
′
,wj
′
belong to part A. If uj ∈ C , then its forbidden neighbors xi′ , yi′′ do not belong to part D. If
wj ∈ C , then its forbidden neighbors xi′ , yi′′ do not belong to part D. So, there exists no edge that violates full constraint CD.
Since no constraint is violated, the proposed partition for G is the required H12-partition. 
We remark that Fig. 5 also presents an H12-partition corresponding to truth assignment x2 = x5 = T that is A = {a, x2,
x5, y12, y
2
5, y
3
5, y
4
2, u
4, w4}, B = {b, z12 , z25 , z35 , z42}, C = {c, x1, x3, x4, w1, u2, u3} and D = {d, y11, y13, z11 , z13 , u1, y21, y24, z21 , z24 ,
w2, y31, y
3
3, z
3
1 , z
3
3 , w
3, y43, y
4
4, z
4
3 , z
4
4}.
Lemma 8. If the particular instance (V , E1, E3) admits a sandwich graph Gwhich has an H12-partition, then there exists a 1-in-3
truth assignment that satisfies (X, C).
Proof. Suppose there exists a sandwich graph G admitting an H12-partition A, B, C,D.
We define the 1-in-3 truth assignment by setting the variable xi as true if, and only if, the variable vertex xi ∈ A.
In order to show that we have defined a 1-in-3 satisfying truth assignment, we need to show that, for each clause cj,
exactly one of its variable vertices belongs to part A.
By Claim 6, we have that auxiliary vertices a ∈ A, b ∈ B, c ∈ C and d ∈ D.
Note that variable vertices xi are forced neighbors of auxiliary vertex b, so they cannot belong to part D; variable vertices
xi and clause vertices y
j
i, u
j, wj are forbidden neighbors of auxiliary vertex a, so they cannot belong to part B; and clause
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Fig. 6. (a) Clique cutset sandwich problem instance, and (b) corresponding 2-fixed skew partition sandwich problem constructed instance (for simplicity,
we have omitted vertices z1 and z2).
vertices z ji are forbidden neighbors of b, so they cannot belong to A ∪ C . In short, xi ∈ A ∪ C , yji, uj, wj ∈ A ∪ C ∪ D, and
z ji ∈ B ∪ D.
Finally, we want to show that, for each clause cj = (xr , xs, xt), exactly one of its corresponding variable vertices xr , xs and
xt belongs to part A. First, suppose that at least two variable vertices belong to part A. Without loss of generality, suppose
xr , xs ∈ A. Note that every forced neighbor of a variable vertex xi is a forbidden neighbor of a. This implies that if xi ∈ A
then all forced neighbors of xi must also belong to A. So, y
j
r , y
j
s ∈ A. However, clause vertex z jr is a forced neighbor of yjr
and a forbidden neighbor of yjs. So, z
j
r cannot belong to B ∪ D. This implies that z jr cannot be placed into any part. Similarly,
if xr , xt ∈ A, vertex z jt cannot be placed, and if xs, xt ∈ A, vertex z js cannot be placed. Second, suppose that xr , xs, xt ∈ C .
This implies that their forced neighbors yjr , y
j
s, y
j
t , uj, wj cannot belong to part A. Additionally, since edges wjxt and ujxs are
forbidden, then vertices uj, wj ∈ C , which implies that yjs, yjt ∈ C . So, z js cannot belong to B ∪ D. This implies that z js cannot
be placed into any part. 
Nowwe show that the skew partition sandwich problem represented by themodel graphH35 is NP-complete whenwe
fix two vertices in parts A or B. In Theorem9we present a reduction from theNP-complete problem clique cutset sandwich
problem [27] to 2-fixed skewpartition sandwich problem. These twodecisionproblems are defined as follows. Please refer
to Fig. 6 when following our proposed NP-completeness proof.
clique cutset sandwich problem
Instance: Vertex set V , forced edge set E1, forbidden edge set E3.
Question: Is there a graph G = (V , E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ and G admits a clique cutset?
2-fixed skew partition sandwich problem
Instance: Vertex set V , forced edge set E1, forbidden edge set E3, two vertices z1, z2 ∈ V .
Question: Is there a graph G = (V , E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ and G admits a skew partition with z1, z2 ∈ A ∪ B?
Theorem 9. 2-fixed skew partition sandwich problem is NP-complete.
Proof. In order to reduce clique cutset sandwich problem to 2-fixed skew partition sandwich problem, we need to
construct in polynomial time a particular instance (V , E1, E3, z1, z2) of 2-fixed skew partition sandwich problem from
a generic instance (V ∗, E1∗, E3∗) of clique cutset sandwich problem, such that (V ∗, E1∗, E3∗) admits a sandwich graph
G∗ = (V ∗, E∗) which has a clique cutset if and only if (V , E1, E3, z1, z2) admits a sandwich graph G = (V , E) which has a
skew partition A, B, C,Dwith z1, z2 ∈ A ∪ B.
First, we construct a particular instance (V , E1, E3, z1, z2) of 2-fixed skew partition sandwich problem; second, we
prove in Lemma 10 that every sandwich graph G∗ = (V ∗, E∗) admitting a clique cutset defines a sandwich graph G = (V , E)
which admits a skew partition with z1, z2 ∈ A ∪ B; third, we prove in Lemma 11 that every a sandwich graph G = (V , E)
which admits a skew partition with z1, z2 ∈ A ∪ B defines sandwich graph G∗ = (V ∗, E∗) admitting a clique cutset. These
steps are explained in details below. 
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Construction of particular instance of 2-fixed skew partition sandwich problem
Given an instance (V ∗, E1∗, E3∗) of clique cutset sandwich problem, we construct a particular instance (V , E1, E3, z1, z2)
of 2-fixed skew partition sandwich problem as follows. Please refer to Fig. 6.
The vertex set V is defined as the union of an auxiliary set of vertices, a set U and a set W , as follows. There are two
auxiliary vertices z1 and z2. For each vertex vi ∈ V ∗, there exists a pair of vertices ui ∈ U andwi ∈ W .
The forced edge set E1 (resp. forbidden edge set E3) is defined as follows. If an edge vivj is a forced edge of E1∗ (resp.
forbidden), then the corresponding edges uiuj, uiwj, ujwi and wiwj are also forced edges of E1 (resp. forbidden). All edges
uiwi are forced edges of E1. Edges z1wi and z2ui are forced edges of E1, and edges z1ui and z2wi are forbidden edges of E3. All
remaining edges are optional.
Lemma 10. If instance (V ∗, E1∗, E3∗) admits a sandwich graph G∗ with a clique cutset, then the particular instance
(V , E1, E3, z1, z2) admits a sandwich graph G with a 2-fixed skew partition.
Proof. Let G∗ be a sandwich graph for instance (V ∗, E1∗, E3∗), such that G∗ has a clique cutset K . Let S1 be the vertex set of
a connected component of G∗ \ K and S2 = V ∗ \ (K ∪ S1). We construct the required skew partition A, B, C,D as follows.
Auxiliary vertices z1 ∈ A and z2 ∈ B. If vi ∈ K , then its corresponding vertices ui ∈ A and wi ∈ B. If vi ∈ S1, then its
corresponding vertices ui, wi ∈ D. If vi ∈ S2, then its corresponding vertices ui, wi ∈ C .
Now we need to show that there exists no forced edge between parts C and D and that there exists no forbidden edge
between parts A and B.
Consider vertices vi ∈ S1 and vj ∈ S2. Their corresponding vertices in V are ui, uj,wi andwj. Only the edges uiwi and ujwj
are forced edges. However, ui, wi ∈ D and uj, wj ∈ C . So, there exists no forced edge between parts C and D.
Finally, consider vi, vj ∈ K . Their corresponding vertices in V are ui, uj,wi andwj. There exists no forbidden edge between
their corresponding vertices ui, uj,wi andwj. The only forbidden edges with endpoints in A ∪ B are the edges z1ui and z2wi,
and by construction of the skew partition, z1, ui ∈ A and z2, wi ∈ B. So, there exists no forbidden edge between parts A
and B. 
Lemma 11. If the particular instance (V , E1, E3, z1, z2) admits a sandwich graph G with a 2-fixed skew partition, then the
instance (V ∗, E1∗, E3∗) admits a sandwich graph G∗ with a clique cutset.
Proof. Let G be such a sandwich graph with a 2-fixed skew partition with z1, z2 ∈ A ∪ B. Note that N1(z1) = N3(z2) and
N3(z1) = N1(z2) and both z1, z2 do not have any optional neighbor. This implies that vertices z1, z2 cannot belong to the
same part A (resp. B), otherwise, part B (resp. A) must be empty. So, without loss of generality, we assume that z1 ∈ A and
z2 ∈ B, which implies ui ∉ B andwi ∉ A.
We need to show that there exists a sandwich graph G∗, which has a clique cutset K . We construct the desired clique
cutset K as follows. For each pair of vertices ui, wi such that ui ∈ A andwi ∈ B, we place their corresponding vertex vi ∈ K .
Now, we need to show that it is always possible to construct K by proving that there exists such pair of vertices ui, wi.
Suppose, by contradiction, that this pair does not exist. Note that this hypothesis implies thatwemay assumeG1∗ connected.
In case G1∗ is not connected, then G1∗ admits a clique cutset consisting of a single vertex vi and the particular constructed
instance (V , E1, E3, z1, z2) admits a required 2-fixed skew partition having A = {z1, ui}, B = {z2, wi}. So now we show
that the hypothesis that there is no pair ui, wi such that ui ∈ A and wi ∈ B, and that G1∗ is connected lead to the
contradiction: C ∪D induces a connected graph in G1. For, we define sets U ′ andW ′, disjoint subsets of C ∪D, as follows. Let
U ′ = {v : v = ui, if ui ∈ C ∪ D; v = wi, if ui ∈ A} and letW ′ = {v : v = wi, if ui, wi ∈ C ∪ D}, and obtain U ′ ∩W ′ = ∅
and U ′ ∪W ′ = C ∪ D. Note that G1[U ′] is isomorphic to G∗1, and thus connected. Every vertexwi ∈ W ′ is such that ui ∈ U ′.
However, uiwi ∈ E1, which implies that G1[U ′ ∪W ′] = G1[C ∪ D] is connected.
Finally, we show that there exists a sandwich graph G∗, admitting K as clique cutset. For this, we need to show that K is
a cutset of G1∗ and that there are no forbidden edges of E3∗ with both endpoints in K .
Let c ∈ C and d ∈ D. Since cd ∉ E1, we have distinct vertices vc, vd ∈ V ∗ such that c corresponds to vc , d corresponds to
vd, and vcvd ∉ E1∗. Recall G1∗ is assumed to be connected and let P be a forced path joining vc to vd in G1∗. Suppose path P
contains no vertex of K . Let vγ , vδ be two consecutive vertices of P . Let uγ , wγ , uδ, wδ ∈ V be the vertices corresponding to
vγ , vδ ∈ V ∗. Recall ui ∈ A ∪ C ∪ D andwi ∈ B ∪ C ∪ D. The hypothesis vγ , vδ ∉ K implies both uγ , wγ (both uδ, wδ) cannot
belong to A ∪ B. Let tγ , tδ be vertices corresponding respectively to vγ and to vδ such that tγ , tδ ∈ C ∪ D. Since vγ vδ ∈ E1∗,
we have tγ tδ ∈ E1, which implies both tγ , tδ ∈ C or both tγ , tδ ∈ D, which in turn contradicts c ∈ C and d ∈ D.
Now, let ui, uj ∈ A, such that wi, wj ∈ B. Since there exists no forbidden edge between parts A and B, then the edges
uiwj, ujwi are not forbidden. By construction of the particular instance, this implies that vivj is not a forbidden edge. Since
vi, vj ∈ K , we conclude that indeed there are no forbidden edges of E3∗ with both endpoints in K . 
We remark that Fig. 6 also presents a required skew partition corresponding to the clique cutset K = {v1, v3}, S1 = {v2},
S2 = {v4, v5} that is A = {z1, u1, u3}, B = {z2, w1, w3}, C = {u4, u5, w4, w5}, D = {u2, w2}.
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4. Concluding remarks
We have considered the 36 external constraint 4 nonempty part sandwich problems with respect to the polynomial
dichotomy. Twoproblems deserve special attention: problems 35 and 36.We refer to the numbering of Figs. 2 and 3. Problem
H35 is the skew partition, and Problem H36 is the 2K2-partition.
Problem H36 is the only partition problem into 4 nonempty parts and only external constraints not known to be
polynomial. It is an ancestral problem, which means the recognition and the sandwich problem have the same complexity.
Note thatHk model graphs, k ∈ {11, 19, 27, 30, 31} are obtained from the 2K2-partitionmodel graphH36 by adding external
constraints, in such a way that these 5 problems are proved to be 2K2-hard.
On the other hand, note that Hk model graphs, k ∈ {12, 20, 23} are obtained from the skew partition model graph H35
by adding external constraints. Although all these Hk-partition recognition problems, for k ∈ {12, 20, 23}, can be solved in
polynomial time [10], the corresponding sandwich problems are proved to be NP-complete. As evidence for the hardness
of the skew partition sandwich problem, we prove that the 2-fixed skew partition sandwich problem is NP-complete.
Recently, an NP-completeness proof for skew partition sandwich problemwas presented [26].
Remark that the difficulty of some of these partition problems has justified their study restricted to special structured
graph classes [6,17,14,15].
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